
Product Overview

The IVESC IV2492X Mount Cover is an essential accessory that 
enhances the functionality and longevity of your surveillance 
equipment. This cover is specifically designed to protect 
dual camera mounting junction boxes, ensuring that your 
camera connections remain safeguarded against adverse 
weather conditions, dust, and other environmental factors. 
With its robust construction and precise engineering, it’s a 
vital component for ensuring the ongoing performance of your 
security system.

What sets the IV2492X Mount Cover apart is its exceptional 
durability and resilience. Crafted from high-quality materials, 
it effectively shields your dual camera mounting junction 

boxes from the elements, maintaining the integrity of your 
surveillance installations. Its IP66-rated design guarantees that 
it can withstand challenging outdoor environments, making it 
ideal for both commercial and industrial applications.

Additionally, the cover’s simple yet efficient design ensures 
hassle-free installation and maintenance. It keeps your security 
cameras clean, reducing maintenance requirements and 
prolonging their lifespan. The IV2492X Mount Cover is a cost-
effective solution that ensures your surveillance investments 
remain protected and productive, delivering peace of mind for 
your security needs.

Material Housing ADC12

Material Screws Stainless Steel 304

Colour White

Load Bearing Capacity (kg) 0.5

Temperature Rating  -20°C to 60°C.

Humidity Rating ≤ 95% Relative Humidity

IP Rating IP66

In the Box Bracket, Screws, Allan Key

Product Dimensions 
(H x W x L) mm

55 x 314 x 160

Packaging Dimensions  
(H x W x L) mm

-

Weight (kg) 0.9

Warranty 3 Years

Compatibility List IV2490X, IV2492X

www.ivsecurity.com.au

IV2492X Wireframe

IV2492X
iVSEC Adaptor Box (Needed for IV2490X 
Junction and IV2491X Wall Mount)
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